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Structural biological study of self-resistance
determinants in antibiotic-producing actinomycetes

Masanori Sugiyama

As antibiotics act to inhibit the growth of bacteria, the drugs are useful for treating bacterial infectious diseases. However,

microorganisms that produce antibiotics must be protected from the lethal effect of their own antibiotic product. In this review,

the fruit of our group’s current research on self-protection mechanisms of Streptomyces producing antibiotics that inhibit DNA,

protein and bacterial cell wall syntheses will be described.
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INTRODUCTION

Actinomycetes, which are mainly found in soil, are industrially
important, because they have provided major practical antibiotics
and useful enzymes.1 Streptomyces is a genus of actinomycetes that
comprises more than 60% of antibiotics discovered until now. The
genus Streptomyces is a Gram-positive filamentous bacterium that
undergoes a complex morphological differentiation, resembling that of
filamentous fungi.
Judging from the fact that the arrival of antibiotics remarkably

reduced the death rate by infectious diseases, infectious disease had
seemed to be overcome. However, as a result of the disorderly use of
antibiotics for the treatment of infectious diseases, bacteria tolerance
to the drugs has certainly appeared.2–4 Now, the warlike circle between
the development of new antibiotics and the appearance of drug-
resistant bacteria goes on.
Pathogenic bacteria, which are resistant to aminoglycoside anti-

biotics such as streptomycin (Sm), neomycin and kanamycin, harbor
enzymes that add phosphate, acetyl or adenyl group to the antibiotic.2

Each enzyme modifies the antibiotic as a way of protecting itself from
the lethal effects of the antibiotic. A system is also known for
modifying the normally sensitive target of the antibiotic and rendering
it insensitive. As an example, erythromycin-resistant bacteria5 harbor
an enzyme that attaches a methyl group at a specific point on the
ribosomal RNA, rendering the ribosome insensitive to inhibition.6 A
third way, which is exemplified by tetracycline-resistant pathogenic
bacteria,5 depends on a transmembrane protein channel that pumps
the antibiotic out of the cells by coupling antibiotic excretion with
proton import.7

Antibiotic-producing microorganisms must be protected from
lethal effect of their own product. The ability inherent in the producer
organisms is called self-resistance. It is very important and significant
in developing therapeutic drugs to infectious diseases to know

similarity or antithesis between drug resistance mechanism of
pathogenic bacteria and self-resistance mechanism of antibiotic-
producing microorganisms.
In general, antibiotics are produced during the late exponential and

late stationary growth of the producer organism and secreted into the
medium, but not during the early stage of growth. Recent research has
shown that antibiotic-producing microorganisms have a system that
leads to transcription of the antibiotic-biosynthesizing genes at the
appropriate time. To act effectively for self-resistance to its own
antibiotic product, antibiotic-modifying and target-protecting
enzymes, or the antibiotic excretion system must be present in the
producer organisms, when the biosynthetic pathway begins to produce
the antibiotic.8

Antibiotics can be classified into several groups by the differences in
the action mechanism and chemical structure. In this study, the fruit
of our group’s research on the self-protection mechanisms of
Streptomyces producing inhibitors of the DNA, protein and bacterial
cell wall syntheses will be mainly described.

ANTIBIOTICS THAT INHIBIT DNA SYNTHESIS

Bleomycin (Bm), which inhibits the growth of bacterial and tumor
cells, is an antibiotic consisting of sugar and peptide, and has
molecular weight of ~ 1500.9 Bm, which is used as a potent anticancer
drug due to its DNA-cleaving ability, requires molecular oxygen and
Bm-bound ferrous ion.9 The Bm family of antibiotics, produced by
Streptomyces verticillus, is secreted as a Cu (II)-bound form into a
culture broth. As shown in Figure 1, bleomycin A2 (Bm A2), a
member of the Bm family with a γ-aminopropyldimethylsulphonium
moiety, is clinically used for non-Hodgkin lymphomas, squamous cell
carcinomas and testicular tumors.10,11

The cleavage of DNA is thought to account for the antineoplastic
activity of Bm A2, which proceeds via either the generation of the
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oxoiron Bm complex by exchanging Cu(II) for Fe(II) or the
oxygenation of the Cu(I)-bound BmA2 complex reduced from Cu
(II)-bound BmA2 by the thiol groups.12,13

The author has tried to investigate the self-protection mechanism of
Bm-producing S. verticillus ATCC15003 with Professor Julian Davies
of the Institut Pasteur, Paris, and to clone the self-resistance
determinant-encoding genes.14 First, to ascertain whether the micro-
organism harbors an enzyme that loses the antibacterial activity of Bm,
the cell-free extract prepared from the mycelium of S. verticillus was
incubated with Bm. Interestingly, the antibiotic activity of Bm
completely disappeared with the addition of acetyl coenzyme A to
the incubation mixture, demonstrating that the Bm producer has an
enzyme that acetylates Bm.14 Using enzymatically prepared acetyl-Bm
A2, the site of acylation was determined by nuclear magnetic resonance
analysis15; the acetylation site was the primary amino acid group of the
β-aminoalanine moiety of Bm, leading us to conclude that the enzyme
is Bm N-acetyltransferase (BAT). Acetyl-Bm A2 had no detectable
antibacterial activity and did not induce in vitro DNA degradation.
Furthermore, a gene encoding BAT was successfully obtained as a 6-

kb DNA fragment from the S. verticillus ATCC15003 chromosome.14

In order to localize the BAT gene on the DNA fragment, the fragment
was digested with suitable restriction enzymes, suggesting that there is

also another Bm-resistance gene beside the gene encoding BAT. The
gene that consists of a 366-bp open reading frame (ORF) starts with
GTG (G=+1) and ends at the stop codon TGA (T367); this ORF
encodes an acidic protein that consists of 122 amino acids. The
protein, referred to as BLMA, was confirmed to have a strong affinity
for Bm. The genes for BLMA and BAT with molecular weight of
~ 13,000 and 34,500, respectively, were named blmA and blmB,
respectively. Interestingly, tallysomycin-producing Streptoalloteichus
hindustanus16 also carries a Bm-resistance determinant, the Shble
protein. The similarity of amino acid sequences between BLMA and
the Shble protein was 60%.
BLMA, which was obtained by an Escherichia coli host–vector

system and purified to homogeneity, was crystallized to determine the
tertiary structure by X-ray crystallographic analysis.17,18 The BLMA
structure, determined by the single isomorphous replacement method,
including the anomalous scattering effect, was refined at a 1.5 Å
resolution (Figure 2). The final R-factor was 19.0% and R (free) was
22.1%, including 91 water molecules. The crystal packing showed a
dimer form, which was generated by arm exchange. The 1.5-Å high
resolution allowed an analysis of the side-chain disorder of BLMA.
The structural comparison between BLMA and the Shble protein
showed that a Ser100-Gly103 loop was farther from the groove, which

Figure 1 The structure of Bm A2. Wavy lines indicate the junction between the molecular units comprising Bm A2. The underlined N atoms are the putative
equatorial ligands to the metal ion and the acetylation site of Bm by BAT is indicated by a circle.

Figure 2 The tertiary structure of BLMA. (a and b) Structures judging from the top and the side, respectively. (b) Two Bm molecules bind to the dimeric
BLMA molecule. A full color version of this figure is available at The Journal of Antibiotics journal online.
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is a Bm-binding site, in BLMA than in the Shble protein.19

Furthermore, the hydrophobicity of the groove in BLMA is much
lower than that in the Shble protein. The structural differences
between both proteins may be responsible for the observation that a
half-saturating concentration of Bm is higher for BLMA than for the
Shble protein.14

Bm in the culture broth of S. verticillus is complexed with Cu2+ [Cu
(II)]. Our group determined the X-ray crystal structures of the Cu(II)-
bound and metal-free types of Bm at a high resolution of 1.6 and
1.8 Å, respectively, which are complexed with BLMA.20

Transposon Tn5 carries a gene that confers resistance to Bm in
E. coli.21–23 Our group has crystallized the Bm-resistance determinant,
designated BLMT,24 and determined the X-ray crystal structures of
BLMT uncomplexed and complexed with Bm at 1.7 and 2.5 Å
resolutions, respectively.25 BLMT takes a dimer structure with two
Bm-binding pockets composed of two large concavities and two long
grooves. The amino acid sequence homology between BLMA and the
Shble protein is 60%, whereas that between BLMT and BLMA is only
20%–25%. Nevertheless, the superposition of the main-chain atoms of
BLMT on that of BLMA shows that the overall structure of BLMT is
almost the same as that of BLMA (Figure 3). This crystal structure of
BLMT complexed with Bm gives a precise mode for binding the
antibiotic to BLMT. The conformational change of BLMT generated
by binding to Bm occurs at a β-turn composed of the residues from
Gln97 to Thr102.
Crystallographic analysis of Bm bound to BLMT shows that two

thiazolium rings of the bithiazole moiety are in the trans conforma-
tion. The axial ligand, which binds a metal ion, seems to be the
primary amine in the β-aminoalanine moiety. This has been the first
report to determine the X-ray crystal structure of Bm, showing that
the bithiazole moiety of Bm is far from the metal-binding domain,
that is, Bm complexed with BLMT takes a more extended form than
does the drug complexed with DNA.
Thus, we have shown by the structural studies that BLMA, BLMT

and the Shble protein have commonly two Bm-binding pockets
formed by the alternate arm exchange of two monomeric molecules.
Almost all strains of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus

isolated at Hiroshima University Hospital, Japan, from October 1990
to April 1992, were resistant to Bm and kanamycin, although Bm was
never used as an antibacterial agent. From our observation that the
Bm-resistance properties did not disappear, even when the methicillin-

resistant S. aureus cells were treated with ethidium bromide as a
plasmid-curing agent,26 we believed that these strains were resistant to
the drug as a result of the gene’s presence in the chromosome rather
than in the plasmid.
Our group has successfully cloned a DNA fragment containing a

gene that confers Bm resistance from the chromosomal DNA of
methicillin-resistant S. aureus strain B-26 isolated at Hiroshima
University Hospital, showing that a Bm-resistance gene derived from
the B-26 chromosome, designated blmS, is identical to that from
staphylococcal plasmid pUB110.27,28 The nucleotide sequence of the
5.1-kb HindIII fragment containing the Bm- and kanamycin -resis-
tance gene showed that the DNA sequence contains the duplicated
target sequence (GATTAGAT) consisting of 8 bp for transposase and
the entire nucleotide sequence of plasmid pUB110, together with the
sequence of inverted repeats (16 bp), designated IR-r and IR-1 in
IS431mec. The 8-bp duplication sequence, produced by the transpo-
sable element, was first found by us, suggesting that the Bm resistance
in methicillin-resistant S. aureus B-26 can be attributed to the
IS431mec-mediated integration of pUB110 into the chromosome.29

We have also showed that both BLMA and BLMS quench
antibacterial activity. To imnuno characterize the Bm-binding protein,
we have constructed a monoclonal antibody against BLMA. The
antibody did not cross-react to BLMS or the Shble protein. Although
the ability of Bm to cleave DNA was eliminated by binding BLMA to
Bm, the Bm-induced DNA degradation was restored by pre-
incubating BLMA with the anti-BLMA monoclonal antibody.30

Our group has also crystallized BAT under both a terrestrial and a
microgravity environment in the International Space Station, in
collaboration with JAXA (Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency). In
addition to substrate-free BAT, the crystal structures of BAT in a
binary complex with CoA and in a ternary complex with Bm and CoA
were determined.31 The tertiary structure of a BAT monomer is shown
in Figure 4a. The enzyme takes a dimer form for catalysis. In the
orthorhombic crystal, only one CoA molecule for the BAT dimer was
identified for the BAT dimer, whereas two CoA molecules were
observed in the trigonal crystal. CoA binds to the narrow entrance of a
tunnel in the N-terminal domain, with its thiol group reaching the
midpoint of the tunnel. The nucleotide portion of CoA is extended
outside the tunnel entrance and largely exposed to the bulk solvent.
An examination of the electrostatic potential revealed a particularly
basic region near the pyrophosphate and adenosine 3′-phosphate
groups in CoA. Mercaptoethylamine, the pantothenate moieties and
the pyrophosphate group in CoA react with BAT by forming a large
number of hydrogen bonds and van der Waals contacts. A linear part
of CoA binds along the β5 strand and wedges between this strand and
the β6 strand. The pantetheine moiety forms hydrogen bonds with the
main-chain atoms of Trp97 and Leu99. In addition, the side chains of
Val40, Trp43, Trp44, Trp97, Leu98, Leu99, Trp104 and Ile133
contribute to the formation of a hydrophobic pocket suitable for
accommodating the pantetheine moiety. The pyrophosphate group in
CoA forms hydrogen bonds with the backbone amide groups of
Gly105, His106, Gly107, Ala109 and Thr110, and with the side chains
of Thr110, Arg139 and Arg146. The adenosine moiety in the CoA
molecule is weakly defined in the electron density.
In the ternary complex structure obtained by co-crystallization with

CoA and Bm A2, one CoA and two Bm A2 molecules were observed to
bind to a BAT dimer (Figure 4b). A Bm-binding site in BAT is
extended from an N-terminal domain of one monomer to the dimer
interface formed by the two C-terminal domains. In detail, a DNA-
binding domain of Bm is accommodated in a canyon-like groove
formed by the two C-terminal domains of BAT, where a bithiazole

Figure 3 The superposition of the main-chain atoms of BLMT on that of
BLMA. This figure shows that the overall structure of BLMT is almost the
same as that of BLMA. Black and gray lines are BLMA and BLMT,
respectively.
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moiety of Bm is sandwiched. At one side of the bithiazole-binding
groove, an indole ring of Trp280 from one monomer is positioned,
whereas two benzene rings of Phe211 and Phe219 from the other
monomer are present on the other side. Metal binding and sugar
domains of Bm are bound to a funnel-like surface of the N-terminal
domain of BAT. The pyrimidinylpropionamide and β-aminoalanine
moieties of Bm enter deeply into the tunnel by forming a large
number of van der Waals contacts with side chains of Trp44, Thr45,
Leu87, Thr90, Trp132 and Tyr159, and hydrogen bonds with the side
chains of Thr96 and Gln157. The positional relationship between the
metal-binding and DNA-binding domains is not consistent between
two Bm molecules bound to BAT, indicating that the Bm molecules
adopt a conformation that reflects the different properties of the
respective Bm-binding pockets. This is due to the fact that the
connection between the bithiazole ring and the threonine moiety of
Bm is flexible.
Mitomycin C (MMC), an inhibitor of DNA synthesis, is industrially

produced by Sporobolus caespitosus. This antibiotic is a naturally
occurring compound consisting of a pyrrolo (1, 2-a) indole ring
system with an aziridine ring. Before interacting with DNA, MMC
requires enzymatic activation by a one-electron pathway to a
semiquinone or by a two-electron reduction pathway to a hydro-
quinone. The antibiotic is selectively toxic to chronically hypoxic
carcinoma. The author’s group was interested in investigating the self-
protection mechanism of MMC-producing microorganisms. We have
used S. caespitosus as an MMC producer.32 It has been reported that
Streptomyces lavendulae, another MMC-producing organism, expresses
an MMC-binding protein with a molecular mass of ~ 14 kDa,
designated MRDP, encoded by a gene designated mrd.33,34 As a
consequence of the binding affinity exemplified by a dissociation
constant in the micromolar range, MRDP has been determined to be
important for the self-resistance of the producing organism.
Interestingly, the tertiary structure of MRDP35 using X-ray analysis

exhibited a folding pattern similar to that observed in the crystal

structure of BLMA, as well as other previously reported proteins of the
glyoxalase/Bm-binding protein/dioxygenase superfamily, although no
extensive sequence homology exists. This family of proteins includes
proteins such as BLMT, a Bm-resistant protein from the E. coli
transposon Tn5,25 a fosfomycin-resistant protein of Pseudomonas
aeruginosa36 and the glyoxalase I enzyme of E. coli.37 These proteins
reveal a homodimer that consists of two βαβββ motifs from the
N-terminus and the C-terminus in each monomer. Considering the
architectural resemblance of the proteins, these proteins must have
evolved from a common precursor.
In one approach to this speculation, we have cloned and character-

ized the mrd-like gene, which is a self-resistance determinant of
S. caespitosus. We have demonstrated that the protein exhibited 100%
sequence identity with that of S. lavendulae. Further, it was found that
E. coli that carries mrd displays a high level of resistance to MMC and
BmA2. Based on this observation, we have hypothesized that MRDP
may display a defensive role against BmA2-induced DNA breakage. To
clarify this, we have carried out a biochemical binding assay between
BmA2 and MRDP, and determined the high-resolution crystal
structure of MRDP in a complex with the Cu(II)-bound form of
BmA2 (Figure 5a).32 Figure 5b shows the crystal structure of MRDP
complexed with MMC.
The crystal structure of MDRP in complex with Cu(II)-bound

BmA2, refined at a 1.4 Å resolution, contains a homodimer with one
molecule of the drug. The homodimer has a global fold almost
identical to that of the apo form of MDRP and its MMC-bound
structure, namely, a core of two twist-curl, eight-stranded β-sheets
surrounded by four α-helices. The dimer’s interface is formed by the
N-terminal β-strand and a part of the hinge loop with the following
β-strand.

ANTIBIOTICS THAT INHIBIT PROTEIN SYNTHESIS

Sm, which was discovered by Dr Selman A. Waksman, is well known
as a specific remedy for tuberculosis, which occurs with infection by

C - terminal domain

Bm A2

CoA

N - terminal domain

Bm A2

Figure 4 Overall structure of BAT. Ribbon views of a monomeric (a) and a dimeric (b) form of BAT in the crystal structure of a ternary complex bound with
two Bm A2 molecules and one CoA molecule.
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Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Although the infectious disease had once
decreased with the appearance of Sm in infectious therapy, the
number of patients has recently begun to increase. The increase in
morbidity is likely due to the decline in immunity caused by changes
in the environment and diet. The occurrence of multi-drug-resistant
M. tuberculosis is another cause of the return of tuberculosis.38

Sm inhibits protein synthesis by binding to the ribosomes of Sm-
sensitive bacteria. As Sm-producing microorganisms must be pro-
tected from the lethal effect of Sm, it is of interest to know whether the
protein synthesis of the Sm-producing microorganism is inhibited by
its own product. One research group could not demonstrate Sm’s
effect on protein synthesis in an in vitro system prepared from
Streptomyces griseus, because the cell extract contained some factor that
inhibited protein synthesis, using polyuridylate as mRNA. Another
group reported that the binding affinity of [3H]-labeled dihydro-SM
with ribosomes from S. griseus is very low.8,39

As S. griseus is also known to produce protease, three kinds of
protease inhibitors, magnesium titriplex, phenylmethylsulfonylfluoride
and diisopropyl fluorophosphate, were used to prepare an in vitro
protein-synthesizing system on Sm-producing S. griseus. Using these
protease inhibitors, the author has successfully established an active
in vitro protein synthesizing system consisting of 70S ribosomes and
S-50 fractions (supernatant fluid fractionated by centrifuging the cell-
free extract at 150 000 g) from S. griseus cells, leading to the conclusion
that the factor that inhibits the protein-synthesizing system of
S. griseus is some protease produced by the cell itself.40 It has been
demonstrated that Sm inhibits polyuridylate-dependent polyphenyla-
lanine synthesis using the active in vitro system from the logarithmic
phase cell of the Sm-producing S. griseus. The 70S ribosomes, prepared
using protease inhibitors, were also examined for Sm-binding affinity;
that is, the 70S ribosomes were dissociated into 30S and 50S subunits
by dialysis against a buffer that contained a decreased amount of
magnesium acetate (0.3mM) and then followed by incubation with
[3H]dihydro-Sm before application to a sucrose density gradient
centrifugation. As a result, after the fractionation, the peak of [3H]
dihydro-Sm and that of 30S ribosomal subunits appeared on the same
fraction. This indicates that [3H]dihydro-Sm is bound to the 30S
ribosomal subunits of the ribosomes with protein-synthesizing activity.
As Sm is mainly produced in the late stages of culture, the
susceptibility of protein synthesis to Sm in the stationary phase of
cell growth was also investigated. Polyphenylalanine synthesis was
susceptible to Sm, although the inhibitory rate was decreased. From
these results, it can be concluded that the ribosomes of S. griseus are

significantly susceptible to Sm. Consequently, S. griseus must have an
Sm-resistant mechanism other than ribosomal resistance.
Sm is a basic water-soluble oligosaccharide (aminoglycoside)

compound consisting of streptidine, L-storeptose and N-methyl-L-
glucosamine. In the biosynthesis of the streptidine moiety from myo-
inositol, the two nitrogen atoms on the cyclitol ring are introduced by
transamination of inosose derivative. This reaction preferentially uses
L-glucosamine as an amino donor. The transaminase also catalyzes an
exchange reaction between syllo-inosamine and syllo-inosose. After
syllo-inosamine is converted into syllo-inosamine phosphate with
O-phosphotransferase, the first guanidine group is introduced by a
transamidination reaction with arginine as the amidine donor.
The transamidination reaction completes the synthesis of the
second guanidine group of streptidine. Finally, the streptidine
6-phosphate formed is transferred to dTDP-dihydrostoreptose to
form O-α-L-dihydrostreptose (1→ 4) streptidine 6-phosphate. The
N-methyl-L-glucosamine synthesized from D-glucose is coupled with
O-α-L-dihydrostreptose (1→ 4) streptidine 6-phosphate inside the cell.
The resulting substance, dihydro-Sm 6-phosphate, was not found in
the culture broth of S. griseus, suggesting that dihydro-Sm 6-phosphate
is converted to Sm 6-phosphate in the cytoplasmic membrane.8

This Sm 6-phosphate as the final product in the Sm biosynthetic
pathway is dephosphorylated by a periplasmic alkaline phosphatase
and then secreted into the culture medium in an active form, Sm.
Thus, Sm is produced as an inactive form in the S. griseus cell.
Our research group has shown that Sm bound to the 30S ribosomal

subunit of the Sm producer is effectively liberated by Sm
6-phosphotransferase in the presence of ATP. To clarify the roles of
Sm 6-phosphotransferase, the activity in the S-150 fractions prepared
from Sm-producing S. griseus was measured. The enzymatic activity
was detected during all stages, whereas the activity in the S150 fraction
from the stationary phase cell was obviously higher than that from the
exponential phase cell. Although the binding affinity of Sm ([3H]
dihydro-Sm) to the ribosomes and the permeability of Sm into
S. griseus cells were significantly decreased during growth, we have
concluded that the major contributor to the self-resistance of the
producer organism is Sm 6-phosphotransferase.8,39

In antibiotic-producing Streptomyces strains, it has been demon-
strated that both morphological differentiation and secondary meta-
bolism are controlled by a microbial hormone, γ-butyrolactone,
similar to the A-factor (2-isocaryloyl 3R-hydroxymethyl -γ-butyrolac-
tone) found in the Sm producer. The factor accumulates gradually in a
growth-dependent manner by the action of AfsA.41 When the A-factor

Figure 5 The tertiary structure of MRDP in a complex with Cu(II)-bound Bm A2. A full color version of this figure is available at The Journal of Antibiotics
journal online.
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concentration reaches a critical level, it binds to the A-factor-specific
receptor (ArpA) that is bound to the adpA promoter and dissociates
ArpA from the promoter, resulting in the induction of adpA
transcription.42 AdpA activates the transcription of many genes for
morphological differentiation and secondary metabolism, including
the expression of Sm 6-phosphotransferase.43

Our group has also investigated self-resistance mechanisms on
puromycin-producing Streptomyces alboniger, streptothricin-producing
Streptomyces sp. V-13-1 and blasticidin S-producing Streptomyces
morookaensis and reported on it in a review article.44 Although these
three producers have ribosomes susceptible to each antibiotic’s own
product, they maintain self-resistance by producing puromycin-,
streptothricin- or blasticidin S acetyltransferase, respectively, to
inactivate their own product. Interestingly, aminoglycoside adenyl-
transferase produced by some bacteria resistant to aminoglycoside
antibiotics has not yet been detected in the antibiotic-producing
Streptomyces strains. The existences of antibiotic-producing micro-
organisms having ribosomes tolerant to their own antibiotic product
were shown by other research groups.45–47

ANTIBIOTICS THAT INHIBIT BACTERIAL CELL WALL

SYNTHESIS

D-Cycloserine (D-4-amino-3-isoxazolidone: D-CS), which is produced
by Streptomyces. garyphalus and S. lavendulae, is a cyclic structural
analog of D-alanine (D-Ala). Although the compound is an effective
antimycobacterial agent, it is used only in combined therapies due to
its serious side effects.48 Side effects are caused by the binding of D-CS
to N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors as an agonist. However, application
of these adverse effects to treatments for neural diseases49 such as
Alzheimer’s disease50 and Parkinsonism51 has been researched with
great dedication.
The peptidoglycan layer composed of bacterial cell walls is the main

component enabling bacteria to be resistant to osmotic pressure. The
formation of UDP-N-acetyl muramyl pentapeptide, which is a
precursor of peptidoglycan, is followed by a cross-linked reaction of
the precursors. In the cross-linking process, D-Ala has an important
role as a bridge molecule.52 As D-amino acids are not primarily found
in natural resources, bacteria generate D-Ala from L-Ala by the
catalytic activity of Ala racemase (ALR). This enzyme needs a
pyridoxal 5′-phosphate (PLP) as a cofactor to catalyze the racemiza-
tion of both Ala enantiomers. E. coli and Salmonella enterica serovar
Typhimurium produce two kinds of closely related ALR-encoded
genes (alr and dadX in E. coli, and dal and dadB in Salmonella
typhimurium).53–55 For example, the racemase encoded by dal from
S. enterica serovar Typhimurium is necessary for peptidoglycan
synthesis and displays a 40% identity to a catabolic racemase encoded
by dadB.56

D-Ala is a substrate to form D-alanyl-D-alanine (D-Ala-D-Ala).57

The dipeptide is formed by the action of an ATP-dependent enzyme
and a D-Ala-D-Ala ligase (DDL) and is incorporated into the PG
precursor by the catalytic activity of the D-Ala-D-Ala-adding
enzyme.52 E. coli produces two kinds of DDL, designated DdlA and
DdlB, which are encoded by ddlA and ddlB, respectively. S. enterica
serovar Typhimurium expresses DDL, which has a high similarity to
the E. coli DdlA.58

D-CS interferes with the activities of both ALR and DDL, which are
necessary for the synthesis of PG contained in the cell walls of bacteria.
As these enzymes are unique to bacteria, they may become potential
targets for the screening of selective antibacterial agents.59 ALR and
DDL have been considered to be competitively inhibited, because
D-CS is structurally similar to D-Ala.58,60 However, it has been

recently reported that D-CS inhibits the catalytic activity of ALR via
a time-dependent inactivation manner.58 In addition, the antibiotic
and its enantiomer, L-cycloserine, inhibit several kinds of PLP-
dependent enzymes in the same manner.61–63

We have first cloned a 3.5-kb DNA fragment that carries a gene,
which confers resistance to D-CS from D-CS-producing S. garypha-
lus.64 The hydropathy plot analysis of a protein deduced from the
nucleotide sequence of the gene that encodes D-CS resistance revealed
that the protein may carry membrane-integral domains that span the
membrane 10 times, suggesting that the D-CS resistance gene product
may be a factor associated with D-CS transport. An incomplete gene
was found to be located upstream of the transmembrane protein gene
from S. garyphalus. The incomplete gene consists of 246 bp and the
putative protein has a 52.6% identity with a DDL from P. aeruginosa.65

On the other hand, although the cloned fragment has a few ORFs, no
ORF is similar to a gene that encodes ALR. As DDL and ALR are
target enzymes of D-CS, it is of great interest to know whether these
enzymes from the D-CS-producing microorganism show resistance
to D-CS.
We have also cloned ALR- and DDL-encoding genes from another

D-CS-producing S. lavendulae, ATCC25233.66 Both of the S. lavendu-
lae ALR and DDL, which were overproduced in an E. coli host–vector
system, were purified and characterized biochemically and kinetically.
When compared with the Ki values for the E. coli DdlA and DdlB, that
for the S. lavendulae DDL (920 μM) was obviously higher than that for
DdlA (9 μM) and DdlB (27 μM).66 We have also shown that the
catalytic activity of ALR from D-CS-producing S. lavendulae is scarcely
inhibited by D-CS.66 Thus, the kinetic study for ALA and DDL has
demonstrated that both enzymes from D-CS-producing S. lavendulae
function as the self-resistance determinants.
To obtain structural evidence for the fact that the Streptomyces ALR

is resistant to D-CS, we have determined the tertiary structures of the
D-CS-free and D-CS enantiomer-bound forms of the Streptomyces
ALR at high resolutions.67 The Streptomyces ALR takes a dimer
structure, which is formed by interactions between the N-terminal
domain of one monomer with the C-terminal domain of its partner

Figure 6 Overall structure of alanine racemase from D-cycloserine-producing
S. lavendulae. A full color version of this figure is available at The Journal of
Antibiotics journal online.
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(Figure 6). Each of the two active sites of ALR, which is generated as a
result of the formation of the dimer structure, is composed of PLP, the
PLP-binding residue Lys38 and the amino acids in the immediate
environment of the pyridoxal cofactor. The current model suggests
that each active site of Streptomyces ALR maintains a larger space and
takes a more rigid conformation than that of the Bacillus stearother-
mophilus ALR determined previously by another group. Furthermore,
we have shown that the addition of each isomer of cycloserine to
Streptomyces ALR results in a slow conversion to a final form of a
pyridoxal derivative arising from either isomer of cycloserine, which
inhibits the catalytic activity noncompetitively. In fact, the slow
conversion is confirmed by the fact that each enzyme-bound PLP
derivative that is bound to PLP takes a different structure at the two
active sites in the dimer.
We have successfully cloned the D-CS biosynthetic gene cluster

from a D-CS-producing S. lavendulae ATCC 11924.68 The putative
gene cluster consists of 10 ORFs, designated dcsA to dcsJ. This cluster
includes two genes that encode DDL (dcsI) and a putative membrane
protein (dcsJ), which are the self-resistance determinants of the D-CS
producer. Thus, to avoid self-inhibition by own antibiotic product, the
producer organisms often encode cognate export and/or self-resistance
mechanisms in the biosynthetic gene clusters.
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